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Vocabulary Practice 
Read each set of sentences.  Fill in the bubble next to the word that can be used in 
both sentences. 

1. Mr. Night is a strict but _______________ principal.

I know _______________ the place to go for ice cream.

  unfair   just 
  nice   fair 

2. Jim and Mary _______________ to go fishing and camping.

Jenny has a dress just _______________ mine.

  want   different 
  like   hate 

3. Some people have a _______________ attitude.

The photographer provided us with the _______________.

  negative   positive 
  good   picture 

4. Duane saw a _______________ of wild coyotes in the desert.

Please hand me that  _______________ of gum.

  group   piece 
  stick   pack 

5. The _______________ came through the open window.

Your suitcase is _______________ and mine is heavy.

  light   heavy 
  shiny   bright 

6. The raft will _______________ if it gets a hole in the bottom.

The plumber installed a new kitchen _______________ .

  float   drain 
  sink   rise 
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Vocabulary Practice 
Read each set of sentences.  Fill in the bubble next to the word that can be used in 
both sentences. 

1. Mr. Night is a strict but _______________ principal.

I know _______________ the place to go for ice cream.

  unfair   just 
  nice   fair 

2. Jim and Mary _______________ to go fishing and camping.

Jenny has a dress just _______________ mine.

  want   different 
  like   hate 

3. Some people have a _______________ attitude.

The photographer provided us with the _______________.

  negative   positive 
  good   picture 

4. Duane saw a _______________ of wild coyotes in the desert.

Please hand me that  _______________ of gum.

  group   piece 
  stick   pack 

5. The _______________ came through the open window.

Your suitcase is _______________ compared to mine.

  light   heavy 
  shiny   bright 

6. The raft will _______________ if it gets a hole in the bottom.

The plumber installed a new kitchen _______________ .

  float   drain 
  sink   rise 
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